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My name is album bad orton. And i'm a bishop. In frederick maryland and i support leading
because leadership is lonely and this helps me feel like i'm not alone in this others have been
here and have gone through these things showing me the way. And we're in this together
leading. Saints is a nonprofit organization. Dedicated to helping latter-day saints better prepared
to lead and we do that through content creation. Like this podcast which you hope you
subscribe to. We also have a website leading saints dot. Org with thousands of incredible
articles all about leadership in the context of being latter day. Saint we host virtual summits live
events and also have a weekly newsletter to keep you up to date on all things. Happening with
leading saints visit leading saints dot. Org for more information today is a bit of a special
episode because there is an upcoming conference that you've got to know about now in the
leading saints world. I realize i'm throwing a lot at you right now. We have our mentally healthy
saints. Virtual summit going on the that starts on the eighteenth of may and goes for a couple of
weeks and then in june. We have the north star conference coming up on june eleventh. The
twelfth and it is in salt lake city. Utah the sheraton hotel. But it's also available to stream online.
And again i every year i come to you and i just can't emphasize this conference enough. I've
had the opportunity to serve on the board of northstar and to associate and a teaching. Be a
part of this conference in in years past and this is a must attend and it's not one of those things
like attended that once the leader. I'm good like no. This is like a yearly continual education
experience that we. I can't emphasize enough that individuals checkout in the fact that it's all
available online to those who register. You can't pass this up so to give you a better. A more
context to this north star conference coming up. A we've invited here bruce. And brent ed
meyer. Are you to bruce and brent wonderful good thank you awesome now obviously with with
two names to start with the be in a similar last name you to our brothers is that right. Yes they
are he. He's the older brother. But i'm the better looking one so nice right all right. We'll we'll see
how this goes here. So brent You've had a special role with this with this conference coming up.
What's been your role in the organization of so what this is going to be my seventh conference



that i've attended the first four so i attended as just an attendee. Just wanted to be there my
experience. Same sex attraction and died there with my wife until therefore it was just
somewhere a place that we knew we needed to be in order to be close to our savior and to have
these feelings then also be able to live a covenant keeping lifestyle and in the last three years
my wife and i have taken on a larger role the last two years we were program chairs so planning
the content of what it is in this year we've taken actually the conference lead role on and so
we've been focused a lot in that and it's been a super rewarding experience and you've been a
great job. I mean just the lineup. We have the schedule having it all come together. You're i
know there's a lot of pine the scenes and man. I'm so glad that you're involved there and making
happing so maybe let's let's back up. Just start with your personal experience. That bruce you're
currently serving as a stake president so you'll bring some leadership perspective and why you
attend the northstar conference but let's let's back up. Who wants to jump in as far as your
personal story. Brand bruce as far as how this topic came to surf to the surface in your personal
family relationships well it started about what i've always experienced same sex attraction but
never shared it with anybody until a year after i got married and that was one of the hardest
things to go through. I would imagine for marriage anytime you add something like this into it.
It's it's very challenging. And my wife. And i then opened up to my family and bruce was one of
the first ones that My wife went to when i shared this news with her. Because i thought. I didn't
know anybody at the time who experienced was gay or six fearing same sex attraction and
stayed in the church and so i thought my time in the church was done and through lots of
prayers. Lots of working through it. We were able to stay together and it wasn't until probably
about four or five years after that that we found northstar set one of our friends. Have you heard
about this group. We hadn't so we started looking up and found out data conference and it was
one of those things again. My wife was very gun shy about going the first time. I don't want to
protect my husband. Around other people who experience a same unless a phenomenon have
the same experience and put them in this kind of melting pot and but she prayed about it and
decided that yes we wanted to go it has been one of the best things for our family just to
strengthen us into bring us closer together.
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She said the changing point about knowing whether she needed to be at the conference or not
was when they sang the opening song at the first general session that was i believe in christ
and she said the spirit just hit her and she knew from that point on that. That's where we needed
to be. Yeah yeah you could come to this conference only for the music. I mean the singing and
the musical numbers are worth the worth. Everything so Bruce lee connect to you as far as you
know growing up. What was your perspective as far as the lgbtq community then what what
went through your mind or how did you respond when you're near your brother opened up about
his experience. Absolutely no experience with the lgbtq community. I had no idea that my
brother was gay. The the way i found out about it was a saturday morning when courtney his
wife came over to my home and opened the door early in the morning and she followed him
while arms weeping and i she couldn't speak so what was going on at all. I simply figured that
there is a a marital problem. Whenever that was. I did not know. And i even asked her to



branchy nine you and she said no. It's worse in it. That i couldn't find out i couldn't figure what
was worse than than having a spouse jeanine new after we sat down on the couch and just
gathered our our thoughts for a moment. She said he. He said that he's gay. And i thought what
nor will you talk about. You know i've grown up with this man. And i've never heard of this before
this can't be true. What's going on so my feelings immediately turned. I'm going to be honest
anger. Because i had no experience with this i. It's intern anger choice. Was he choosing to do
this for you know. He made some choices earlier to marry union. Still the temple is choosing to
be gay and choose an alternative lifestyle so with that. I didn't know what to do. And so i put her
in the car and we drove over bishops house and i introduced they knew each other but i
introduced the problem and And left and so. I didn't have a whole lot of information. I didn't know
what to do. I went back home and of course my wife was there we were talking about it but Up
to that point it just it was it was a very surreal feeling and i was kinda numb inside. Because i
didn't know what was happening and brent when he first came out to your wife and then with
your family i mean what was it getting to the point. Where was just hard like did you. I know
many people experienced this feeling of i will take to my grave. Nobody will ever find out. And i'll
just continue on with the my happy marriage and it'll be fine. But what was there a moment
where you felt like i definitely need open up about this. It came at at that point in october of two
thousand five when we were trying to have kids and i thought the same thing. I'm not going to
tell anybody about this. As long as i don't vocalise then it really isn't real. We were trying to have
kids and my wife could tell there was something going on that we just. I wasn't being fully
opened with her and she kept crying and asking me and asking me and i. It was a burden on my
shoulders. Because part of the thought of my head was. How can i bring kids into this world. If
i'm not sure that i'm going to be there and bring them into an intact family. I wasn't planning on
doing it that morning. There was no nothing in my head. That was like hey. Today's the day
you're going to share with your wife did this. What's going on. But because of her questioning.
And and i was just over the my mind couldn't take it anymore. I just shared it with her and i
thought that was the end of one life in the beginning of another one because i didn't know
anybody who had ever experienced and stay faithful in the gospel. And did you assume that
was probably By coming out like this. That was probably gonna be part of your journey for i did.
I will tell you. I thought okay it if it took me twenty eight years to kind of share this with
somebody. I need to give my wife some time to process this and understand it and essentially
accept it. And so i kind of just went through the motions. We did some some counseling and we
did some therapy. And i was just kind of going through the motions of okay. Well i'll wait 'til. She
accepts it until she accepts it. And i it got to the point where it was about six months afterwards.
I came home from work. One day and oliver stuff was gone and she she was done and she was
ready to walk away. And i thought okay finally. She accepts it as well. I've accepted it. Now she
accepted it and we told the rest of my family so when we first told my family it was just kind of a
small nucleus. It was my parents and two of my brothers of the youngest of nine kids and it was
a very rough experience telling though just those four people and a lot of tears were shed and i
felt in that moment. I felt ganged up on when i was trying to express some things and so my wife
when i got home and her stuff was gone.
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She called me. She knew at about what time i got home. She called me and said hey at yo it's
done were this is over. We're going to tell us your family tonight. At at a family night we call the
family meeting. We'd love for you to be there. And i said i've been through that before i will talk
to any of my siblings one on one. I don't want to do it in a group setting and so they went and
had that meeting. And i wasn't a part of that. Bruce was there. But i know a lot of tears were
shed and each one of my siblings reached out after the fact to talk to me and it was through one
of those conversations that i learn now that it was my heart that needed to be softened. I
thought everybody else needed to accept it. And what ended up happening is through. Those
conversations by heart was softened to realize that i had a daughter of god who is willing to go
through this with me. She didn't drop me as soon as she found out. She was willing to go
through this with me. And i thought wow if there was ever a time. The heavenly father showed
his hand in my life and how much she loved me. This was it that was that moment he said no.
I'm not letting you just go. I'm giving you somebody who will go with us three you together and
so that kinda changed that trajectory of what needed to happen and so we worked on. It wasn't
an overnight thing. Hey everything's rainbows and just happy. Go lucky there was a lot of work
to be had and one of the things that really happened through. That process is as much as i took
that burden off of my shoulders. And i thought i'm free. I don't have to keep the secret anymore.
I had placed that onto the shoulders of my my wife and it sent her into having some issues with
depression and anxiety and different things like that. And so for the years that i spent dealing
with my own kind of shame and guilt those feelings that it kind of put her in that situation and
that was a really tough thing and it wasn't until we found northstar that that we realized that. Hey
we're not alone in this. There are others while we live in southern california and we didn't
necessarily know anybody. There are others who experiences who we may be able to connect
with and get strength from in order to can get through this and know that we're not alone and so
that that was benefit northstar. Yeah and bruce. What are you remember. From that time you
know after a took courtney's brench wife over to the bishops and then what transpired after that.
What do you remember about that time. Remember the my wife according always been close
but they got even closer during this timeframe simply because of the fact that she had nobody
confide in she was alone in. This track view willis trial as. She didn't tell her parents. I think she
didn't do that because she was trying to protect. Brandt ended know exactly where to turn from
here. But so she felt she gained solace in a friendship with my wife caroline. They grew close
together. But this entire time it was just. It was a time of uncertainty. We didn't know what was
going on. Never having dealt with this before. I'd always been a the thought that i've always
been thought that this choice to people would make not necessarily trial they would have and
was until i got to north started. That actually changed for me too. Because i realized when i
again restored they said that this is a trial. And you think we want. We don't why would. Why
would you think we want this of all trials and opened my eyes but going back that that family
meaning brinson something interesting. He said we needed to accept him. Regardless britain
and that was hard to do because we were not certain again. I'm speaking on behalf of the
family. We were all very uncertain about weight. Gain was about how How this came about and
so we were needing to accept him. But it's hard to accept somebody when you don't understand
what's going on within them so it took a lot now must be myself. It took me a lot of time to want
to have a desire understand that time. It was not a church leader. I've served as bishop stake



president but at the time. I don't know what i was but it wasn't important enough for me to learn
as a church leader. I was just trying to learn as a brother can help him and yet it seems like he
didn't want to be helped because every time we talk this is just the way it is and You know it is
what it is and in essence. I'm not gonna change. You know. I've dealt with this for years and i'm
not gonna change and that was my perception. I don't know if that's true on. My perception was
my reality. At the time. When i really started to learn that this was not a choice again. It was
went on went to northstar and brother. Steve said why do you think we would want to have this
as one of our trials and that hit deeply.
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Because i realized at that point how wrong i been throughout all these years and i decided that i
needed to find answers to my questions. Instead of simply relying on the lack of knowledge that
i've experienced in the past interested lack of knowledge. I had no knowledge and times. When
we don't have any knowledge. We think we may even think what we know it. All and i had no
information. And i was basing my judgment on new information. So north stars where i gained
my information and i gotta tell you. They aren't all inclusive community. Because i win. I was
very nervous to go. Because i didn't want anybody think that i was gay. You know what are they
gonna think would show up in court. She said all you gotta do is what brings you here. And so
when. I got there and i started asking people what brings you here. I would find out then. They
asked me. What brings you here. i said all. I'm a at the time bishop. I'm just trying to learn what
this is. all about. This community is all about and these individuals would break down in tears
and say i wish that my To understand how i'm feeling. I wish that my parents would come so
they can understand how. I'm feeling and that opened me up because i realized i'm doing the
right thing by understanding and learning and i wish others would and so this is like i said i've
been three times to be a presenter so this'll be my fourth time being there and i just love the fact
that we can change our beliefs just because we believe something doesn't mean it's right it
means we're going off perhaps false information and i had false information at that point for forty
years of my life and it was very unfair to brat and to the whole. Lgbtq community that. I was
judging them based on the lack of information that i have. Yeah that's a. That's a great point
because a lot of leaders obviously in your personal experience Bruce that you know this is This
is your brother. I mean as you can just ignore these this topic and pretend most of the time is
not there or when this part of your family and so and then a church leader you know it becomes.
Maybe a new engagement with this topic. Is you lead various members in your stake who
identifies lgbtq and Or ssi and What a great opportunity to sort of just gain some perspective
understanding through this conference rather than you know oth- inaugural knock on doors. I
wanna understand those. That would be a good way to go about but this may be more vast way
to gain a perspective on different topics related to the lgbtq community in a church of jesus.
Christ latter-day saints. It wasn't at all awkward. It was it was asked a beautiful experience to be
able to go and see that these individuals may have but not different than i am. Their children are
sons and daughters of god. I love them. Love me were all in this together. What can i do to help.
Be a blessing to them instead of being a wrongful judge in their eyes and they get that all too
often. It's it's time that we end up or that we start to be righteous judges recognized that these



are beautiful brothers and sisters and daughters and so as we do that my heart has been
opened in softened tremendously to the community. And i'll do anything that i can. In order to be
a blessing to the life instead of a hindrance and again brent is the first in the my side of the
family but there were some others on my wife's side of the family. And since then i've been able
to. I'm going to mend relationships with them because they recognize that. I'm trying to
understand and be there for them. As opposed to be being judgmental regarding something
they really have no control over. Yeah that's fantastic brent. Ellis said back to limit of continuous
story. So was it in your mind like as you were coming out that you're going to have to somehow
reconcile this with your your faith i mean. Did you have a deep faith testimony at the time that
you planned on continuing with or what. What was zero experience there. The i had. I had a
deep testimony since right before i served my mission and i served in in argentina and so from
that point on i've i've always just known that the church was true i just and and debt. The book of
mormon is true in that that we have a profit. And so i knew those things but i also knew this to
be a part of me. You know in. I don't want to bring in psychobabble terms but that cognitive
dissonance like i know both of these things to be true. I experienced this and these other things
are true and so it was very hard for me. And that's the part where i didn't know without sharing it.
I thought okay. If i just don't talk about it then i can. I can follow the church. But if i talk about it
than that doesn't go. They don't go hand in hand. And that was the part where i needed to learn
how they can go.
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Hand in hand and part of this was as we went through this process. The question comes up
when you're going through trials for almost any trial in any person. Why why do. I have this trial.
And i remember when. Bruce was called as a bishop and he had some members of his word
that he didn't share details with me but he came to me and said. Hey what should i say to this
person. What can i do. They they're experiencing this a family. Is this what can i. How can i help
them. And through that process one time that we were talking he says i know why you have this
trial because it's there so i can be a better leader. I can be a better bishop to members. And so i
know that's why you have this trial and to me. That was like a little thing like wait a second. Did i
get this trial. So i can help you know i always. And that's kind of an epiphany that i had in that
moment a moment of inspiration like we do this and i can help others through their trials whether
it's leaders who are helping their members of their congregations or whether it's others around
me and that's when we started to i started a talk to my wife because from that point on i said
courtney i'm not gonna do anything within this realm without us doing it together. I you know i.
She came into the marriage totally. Unwittingly she had no knowledge of it. And i never wanted
to go down that path wagon with a kind of having to go backtrack and say hey. Sorry i did this. I
did it without your knowledge. And so i started to share with her. Like i have a feeling we're
going to be called on to share our story more and more and by that time now maybe seven
years had passed since i i'd opened up to her and she was kinda point way. Hey maybe you're
right. Maybe right and we got to the point of when we were getting a new state president. We
knew that time was coming. And i don't wanna claim any right to a revelation or anything like
that. But i was getting dressed one day in the thought came to be. Your brother is going to be



called as state president of your steak. And if that's the case you're probably going to be called
upon to share your story more openly and and so. I told my wife about it and that was the only
person Shared you said. Yeah you may be right. You know and i and i'd be willing to do that and
she would do it with me. And so that being the case about two months later when state
conference came it turned out that he was called to be the state president. And that i shared
that with him my wife and i both shared it with that evening at shit family dinner. We have family
dinner every sunday. And so we were there that evening and we shared that with a bad
experience. And he says. I'm grad that you share that with me and i have no doubt that that will
be the case and throughout this time now. Since he's been stake presidency stake president we
have shared with bishops and their counsellors a fireside in our steak and other stakes and
have helped out time spoken with the area authority Trying to help him in understanding things
and so. I know that that's been won the blessings that has come from this one of the things that
we're gonna share it. Our our breakout session. That bruce and i are going to do together. The
conferences is kind of how this this struggle has been turned into a blessing. Not only for our
relationship. My wife's relationship in our family but for countless others. And that's the important
thing about this is everybody can learn and grow from what others experience. And that's what's
meant. I truly feel by when we mourn with those mourn and grieve with those agreed when we
do those things. That's when the true blessings. Come because that's what the lord mets to do
when we're here on earth is to be together and help each other out. Yeah that's powerful. Bruce
just from your leadership perspective. What any any experience you could speak to. Outside of
your experience with brent at that You know engaging this community are being better prepared
or anything like that from let me just go back to where shirt in this with our stake First of all
bishops in shirt with a stake that had to be hard to do because we have both grown up in this
area and so a lot of people have noticed forever. It's been a secret. it's nothing that's been
shared out the public and so when i told my presidency that this is something that we needed to
do. I had one presidency members who is a mutual friend of mine umbrians and he said you
know that night as i was sharing this in our meeting he said i never knew and he worked
together with brand almost dating these. I never knew is. I wish he would have shared this with
me sooner because he served as bishop tunis's when i was bishop i had a number of young
men that will come up to me and say you know i'm gay and i'm leaving the church and bishop
gibbons would say will you can be gay but when you have to leave the church in the question
that was asked will.
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Have you ever known anybody. That's gay and stayed in the church and the answer was no. I
don't and now throughout all these years. Here's somebody who is gay. In stayed in the church
he said add. I add that information. I would have been able to help us. Allies of all these other
young men so with that being said it. We knew that we had share it. Get it out. Because there's
other men that were voicing that we're struggling with this and then to mit dad because not just
because you're men man. Does that mean the grown up in your thirties. Forties doesn't mean
that you've shared his outward with anybody before but as far as helping it tremendously on his
give you a quick scenario one of our bishops were serving and he and i have a door that face



each other and so kind of look it is it a portal. I can see his door is open. He gets the demise
when they are doors rope and he had a a twenty seven year old young man. This is the word
any brought him over arm-in-arm and he said could we come in your office. Sure we close the
door and this is right. After the fireside. We've expressed this brand gordon story to the bishops
or shared rather the story to the bishops. And he said this. Young man is struggling with same
sex attraction. He just moved up here from hollywood from the two year relationship in when he
shared this with me today. I said i know where. I can go to get you help. And he put his arm
around him and he walked into my office. And i told him first of all you know what he struggle
with any share and i said i love you and this is something that we can work through together and
with that he broke down in tears and he said you're the first person ever said you can help so i
know that as priesthood leaders we haven't not only obligation but we have the ability if we just
seek the help from who have gone through this and seek help at the spirit we can help
countless individuals out there. That struggle with this. Let them know that. They can co-exist
their trials and the church can coexist. And so. that's just one instance where it's helped me. But
not me. As brent mentioned when i was bishop had a couple of young to tell me about this the
result of the bret said that made sense to me that i wrote down share this with countless other
individuals in that was feelings are not a choice but actions are so just because you have.
These feelings doesn't mean anything raw. You can't act on these feelings but recognized that
you haven't done anything wrong just because you experience these feelings so now we need
to work on what we can do to either than the feeling which is for my understanding that comes
and goes but more importantly we have to strengthen your ability to withstand acting out on
these fields and so. That's my goal. I can't take this view is from a. I can't if i could. I would but
we recognize. These feelings are not mind to take away. These feelings are there is to deal with
work through and to grow from and so it has helped countless other individuals bishops bishops
counselors. Even our women's state release citing presidency interstate presidency. They're all
aware of this and it seems like we have a question. They feel at ease and they feel free to
comment. Ask questions and i feel very comfortable talking about it. I'm not an expert. Never
study psychology in my life. I just know that. I keep going back to. We're all sons and daughters
of the father and he loves us so therefore we need were together. Brent anything you'd add to
that comes to mind. I just love what he said right there just in talking about. The fact of the
actions are choice. Right i was appreciative. The biggest thing that kept me in the church and
kind of along this path in yesterday earlier kurt was. Did you have a testimony i did. I had a
testimony. And i think that's the biggest thing that we can give to. The us is if we can get them to
have a testimony then all of a sudden they can always fall back on that and they they know that
that's there and i don't have a magic wand or magic word to say. Oh if you say this. They won't
ever act out or they won't do this but if they have that testimony if they felt that fire before within
them in their dark moment whenever that is if it comes to that hopefully it doesn't but in that
future time if they have that to rely on then they're gonna come back to that and want to come
back and i think that's the biggest thing for me might testimony came like i said my strong
testing is by eighteen and nowadays i feel like our youth need to have it when they're twelve and
thirteen. I can't imagine being a teenager right now with the same feelings because now it's so
widely accepted. Yeah go ahead and explore those feelings. I hid those feelings because it
accepted and now to have the kind of the world saying golden those feelings experiences in and
then you can make your own decisions. What i wanna give them.
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I wanna say a gain your testimony and you will always come back to that testimony. You'll feel it.
You'll know that in your dark moment you can turn to christ and you have not gone far enough
away from his love. It's a toll In order for him to reach out and help you and so i. That's my
biggest thing is when he was talking about that about the youth it was just we need to get him
testimonies. And the best way we can get him testimonies. It's not shy away from this topic but
to make sure that they know that they're loved and they have a place within the gospel. Yeah
yeah that's great anything. Any other point principle that we we have a hit on the arm. make
sure we hit on before. I got a few more questions but anything. We've missed from the story or
the narrative or anything like that links consider the courses. I often get asked is why do i have
this trial and my answer is always saying. I don't know i if it says. I know that he loves children
Children but i do not know the meaning of offerings. I think that's one that we need to refer to
often as. I don't know why we have these trials but god knows and so it's between you and him.
All i can do is try to help you through this journey. Awesome brent Tell us if somebody's leader
out there. This listing or even an again. You know this isn't just for leaders. it's for any latter day.
Saint to in interested in learning more or or being a better resource may be a loved one around
them sin. Lgbtq community but what are they gonna experience both online and in person
Where should they go to sign up and those types of things. Well they will experience just a spirit
filled weekend two days friday and saturday. It is everything that we do. We try it always invite
the spirit into our meetings are breakouts and those kind of things. The nice thing about this
year is. We've always offered saturday for free for any leader. Who wanted to come that
morning. We dedicate leaders with the pandemic and everything. That's been going on this
year. We have available. Virtually it's our first year doing that. we really have tried to to allow
again leaders to gain that experience. If you can't make it to the conference it's whether it's cost
prohibitive travel the utah be there for two days to conferences free to all leaders the virtual
conference so therefore you can go online. Sign up for it and you'll have access to it and be able
to gain. An gleaned from those breakout sessions. Whatever you need to you'll be able to get
from those breakout sessions. Anything that you need as far as you can go to. I know many
bishops are dealing with transgender issues. And so there's quite a few of those breakouts the
deal with transgender. And that's something that. I don't experience and so i i remember my
brother coming to be insane. I i don't get you. Br i don't i don't understand it because i don't i
don't feel those same feelings. I feel the same way when it comes to transgender and gender
dysplasia issues but this is an area where i attend those at the conference because to learn
more and in my role in my colleague right now is i'm a first sorta bishopric. I know that. If i really
truly wanna loved i have to go be willing to understand. And so that's how i try and understand a
little bit more is by by just reach out of my comfort zone and attending things that maybe i think.
I don't know if i need that but it is very valuable. awesome in. we're they go to register for that so
you can go to the northstar website so you go to northstar. Lds dot org and you'll click on one of
the tabs says resources you know. Go to conferences and this year's conference theme is trust
in the lord. And just so apropos. For the timing of the year through the pandemic last year our
conference happened happened to be right the week before everything shut down and and so



we just thought it was very appropriate. This year we trust in god more And so you go there and
you can sign up and you follow the links to it. There's lots of information. The breakout schedule
is posted seeking kind of to plan. Think like oh. This is what i might wanna do. Go there and
plan your your couple of days and we ask you that you invite friends to invite your friends. If you
have other bishops or or leaders it doesn't have to be bishops. It can be released citing
president young women presidents stake young men's presidents teachers core your teachers
or young men's advisors anybody who'd like to their leader in the church elders corn presidents.
We asked that they they attend invite him. The invitation is always the successful thing whether
they attend or not. That's not the important part. The the successes in the invitation so but we
encourage everybody to go. Sign up there and it is. It is for free. So the virtual aspect. If you'd
like to attend in person we encourage that too. There's always something extra that you can get
from being in person with somebody. But i am feeling their spirit and being able to talk to them
but i will tell you. We're doing our best to make sure that virtual conference as good as it can be
as far as being able to ask questions.

00:35:03 - 00:38:14

We'll have somebody there that will be able to ask those questions. If it's a breakout that that
lends to that and you can get your answers done there so it's not going to be just a one way.
There will be an option for you to be able to ask those questions and get answers. Awesome
wonderful. I'm looking forward to it. And bruce maybe just send off with if you're in front of a
room full of leaders who are considering attending what. What final encouragement would you
give them to make sure they. They take advantage of this opportunity for this. Yeah go you know
if you go you gain knowledge in if you have knowledge that gives you power and when you have
power you feel like you can not do anything but you feel better about helping those with whom
you who you serve and i have no fear when somebody comes into my office now and it has
something do with. Lgbtq same sex attraction. I have no fear was sitting and talking to them and
the best thing is when they leave they're usually filled with the spirit and they say this is the first
time ever felt hope and without home. Really don't have anything. We have despair. And that's
not what the Christ church is all about or even The gospel jesus. It's about hope in britain
senator. None of us fall in too far from the light of christ status and so we can go. we will
experience spirit and coming away educated. And i think that's the highlight for me is just
feelings buried knowing that i've been educated. That concludes my interview. With brent. and
bruce. F meyer man. These are awesome guys and had the opportunity to work with no brent
for quite a few years and he is who he is he just such a great guy who i've learned so much from
implore. You enough beat be. They're like whether it's virtually or not. I'm going to be there in
person. So if you are there in person be sure to seek me out and introduce yourself. I always
loved to meet some listeners out. There fantastic resource said enough. We hit it hard enough
now. Go to north star l. d. s. dot. Org and be sure to register. It's really obvious on the
homepage. Big orange. you know image there that you can click on get all the information lead
you to where to register as a church leader which is absolutely free so we look forward to seeing
you. At the north star conference twenty twenty one came as a result of the position of
leadership which was imposed upon us by the god of heaven. Who brought four day restoration



of the gospel of jesus christ and when the declaration was made concerning the own and only
true and living church upon the face of the earth we were immediately put in a position of
loneliness loneliness of leadership from which we can notch nor runaway and to which we must
face up with boldness and courage and ability.


